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Abstract. A star equation (in X) is a language quation X = F(X), where F is a function mapping 
languages to languages which can be expressed using the operations union, concatenation from 
the left by a constant language, and unrestricted star. We show existence of solutions, as well as 
uniqueness under certain additional conditions. Also, the question is studied whether a star 
equation has a regular solution if all its constant languages are regular. 
1. Introduction and notation 
A language quation (over an alphabet A, in the variable X) is an equation 
X=F(X), 
where F: A*~ A* is a language function. Typically, F has a representation as an 
expression, with the atoms being constant languages over A taken from a certain 
class C as well as the variable X and the operators being (some of) the usual 
language operators (the set operators, namely union, complement, etc.; concatena- 
tion; star). This permits a taxonomy of language quations based on the types of 
operators and on the class of constants which are used in a given equation. The 
primary emphasis is on solving the equations, i.e., on finding languages over A 
which, when substituted for X, yield an identity between languages. 
Several classes of language quations have been ~tudied. For example in [7], 
equations were considered where all set operators (including unrestricted com- 
plementation) and concatenation from the left by a constant are used as operators 
while the constant languages are required to be regular and not to contain the empty 
word )t. It was shown that such equations always have a unique solution which, 
moreover, is regular. Another type of language equations underlies context-free 
grammars; here, the operators are union and unrestricted concatenation and the 
constants are letters from the alphabet of terminals. 
In this note we study star equations; these are equations X = F(X) ,  where F is 
a language function expressible in terms of concatenation from the left by a constant, 
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union, and unrestricted star. Since tittle is known about equations involving language 
specific operators (concatenation and star, as opposed to set operators uch as union 
and complement), such an investigation is interesting in its own right. There is an 
additional reason for our study, namely the customary view of the operation star 
as the reflexive and transitive closure of the operation concatenation. This induces 
one to think that "whatever is difficult for concatenation should be at least as difficult 
for star". Some of our results contradict his intuitive feeling. 
The notion of left quotients is required in some of the proofs; knowledge of [1] 
is therefore helpful for their understanding. Further discussion of language quations 
can be found in [1, 7, 8]. 
2. Basic star equations 
A basic star equation is a language quation X = o.(X), where o. is an s-expression 
in the variable X. An s-expression is defined inductively; we assume that T~= 
{al, a2,...} is a (sufficiently large) set of symbols and that the function NEXT( ) 
returns the next symbol from T~ not yet used. 
(a) NEXT( ) and NEXT( )" X are s-expressions (in X). 
(b) If o'1 and o'2 are s-expressions, then o.~ u o.2, NEXT( ) • O'1, and (o.1)* are also 
s-expressions. 
In particular, it follows from the definition of NEXT( ) that no basic star equation 
contains a symbol from T~ more than once. The following observation is now 
obvious. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X = o.(X) be a basic star equation and let T = {a l , . . . ,  a=} be 
the set of symbols used in o.. Let h be a language homomorphism, h: T--> 2 A*, mapping 
each symbol of T into a language over the alphabet A (and X to itself). Then, 
X = h(o.(X)) is a star equation. Conversely, for every star equation X = F (X)  there 
exists a basic star equation X = o.(X) with a set T of symbols and a homomorphism 
h such that X = h(o.(X))  is the given star equation. 
In view of this proposition we will assume that specifying a star equation implicity 
defines a basic star equation together with a homomorphism. A star equation is said 
to be regular (context-free, context-sensitive, recursive, r.e.) if all the languages 
h(ai) are. Then, we can state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Every regular (respectively, context-free, context-sensitive, r cursive, r.e.) 
star equation has a context-free (respectively, context-free, context-sensitive, r cursive, 
r.e.) solution. 
Proof. Let X = F(X)  be the given star equation and let X -- o.(X) be its basic star 
equation. We construct a context-free grammar G.  = ( T, N, P, X)  for it. T is the set 
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of symbols used in tr and X is the variable. For every subexpression tr' of tr, there 
is a variable S~, in N. The set P of productions is constructed by induction on the 
structure of tr: If ai (ai" X)  is a subexpression tr' of tr, then the production S~,--> ai 
(S~,--> ay)  is in P. If tr~ w tr2 (a~- try; (oh)*) is a subexpression tr' of o-, then the 
production(s) So.,~So.,[So.2 (So.,~a~So.,; S,,.,~So-,S,,.,IA) is (are) added to P. Since 
every context-free grammar generates a language and this language is a solution of 
its underlying equations, the basic star equation X = tr(X) has a solution SoL(tr). 
The claim of the theorem now follows by subjecting this solution SoL(o') to the 
homomorphism h, i.e., one solution (but not necessarily the only one !) of the original 
star equation is h(SoL(tr)). [] 
Corollary 2.3. A basic star equation has a unique context-free solution. 
Corollary 2.4. Let X = tr(X) be a basic star equation with symbols T and let h be a 
homomorphism. I f  the star equation X = h ( o-( X ) ) has a unique solution, this solution 
is given by h(SoL(tr)), where SOL(O') is the solution of the basic star equation. 
A sufficient conditon for the uniqueness of the solution of a star equation is 
provided by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let X = F (X)  be a basic star equation. Replace in F (X)  every constant 
language L with A ~ L by {A } and replace very L without Aby 0 (empty set), simplifying 
the result by using the identities {A}- o-=o-, I~" or =~r, and {A}*= {A} = 0" for all ~r. 
I f  there is no occurrence of X on the right side of the resulting star equation, the solution 
of X = F (X)  is unique. 
Proof. This follows from the observation (see [2, 3, 4]) that the equations derived 
from a context-free grammar have a unique solution if the grammar does not have 
productions of the form B --> C or B-> A, with B and C (nonstarting) variables. [] 
3. Testing whether the solution of a basic star equation is regular 
We show that it is decidable for any basic star equation whether its unique solution 
is regular. To do this, we describe the left quotients of the solution of a basic star 
equation. This description leads to the construction of a deterministic pushdown 
automaton (dpda) accepting the solution. Now, the claim follows from Stearns's 
result [9] about the decidability of regularity of the language accepted by a dpda. 
Every basic star equation can be represented as X = a~, where a~ for any finite 
sequence of natural numbers is defined as follows (A is the empty sequence): 
oz~=av,1 • (a~,l)*w" • "way,,,," (a~, m,~)*wb~. Xwc~, m,,~O, 
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where the av, i, b~, and cv are symbols (or 0, denoting that this term is not present). 
By Corollary 2.3, every basic star equation X = o-(X) has a unique solution SOL(tr). 
Thus, we can take left quotients of  SOL(O') with respect o words w ~ T*. We represent 
these quotients as regular expressions in the letters a ~ T and X. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X = tr (X)  be a basic star equation. Any left quotient of  SOL(tr) 
with respect o a word w ~ T* can be written as a sequence 
Yl " ?/2"..." Yt, t >~ l, 
in one of  the following two forms: 
(a) Ti=(as~ ..... se)*'(tXs, ..... se_~)* ' . . . ' (as , . s2 )* ' (as , ) * fo ra l l i= l , - - - , t ,  
(b) Ti as above, but only for i = 2 , . . . ,  t and T1 = X. 
Proof. The proposition is proved by inspection, using [8]. [] 
Example. Consider X = a(b(cX)*  w d(eX)*)*  wfX .  We have: X = aa, where 
a~ = a - (a , ) *u f -X ;  a l=  b. (czl,1)*ud-(al,2)*; 
~ri, 1 = c. X;  al.2 = e. X. 
Here are some left quotients of the unique solution of this equation: 
word quotient word quotient 
a (al)* abcfad (al,2)*- (a l)*-  (a, . ,)*-  (ax)* 
ab (al,1)* • (al)* abcfade X .  (at,2)* • (at )* .  (al,t)* " (an)* 
abc X .  (al.l)* • (at)* abcfadea (al)* " (ai,2)*" (ax)* " (al,l)* " (ax)* 
abcf X .  (oq,l)* . (crt)* abcfadeac X .  (a1,1)*. (al)* 
abcfa (al)* " (at,l)*" (ai)* abcfadeaca (al)*" (a1,1)* • (aa)* 
For the following we assume the usual model of pushdown automaton (pda) 
P = (Q, T, F, 8, qo, Zo, F) [5] with Q the set of states, T the input alphabet, F the 
stack alphabet, 8 the transition function, qo ~ Q the initial state, Zoe F the stack 
start symbol, and F _ Q the set of final states. For our purposes, a pda will accept 
by final state. In constructing a deterministic pda (dpda) accepting SOL(Or), we 
observe that a left quotient can be stored in the stack of a pda and that we can 
define 6 in such a way that it deterministically simulates the process of taking left 
quotients on its stack. It first searches for an appropriate (av)* by switching to a 
special state chosen according to the input symbol just read and operating there on 
A-moves, reading and erasing inappropriate (ax)*'s until it finds the first applicable 
one. If  it does not find one, it rejects the input. Note that the dpda need never write 
more than one (ay)* on the stack but may have to erase several (ax)*'s on A-moves. 
Acceptance of a word is then simple: The input is accepted iff the input is successfully 
read and the top stack symbol is not X. 
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Example (continued). The equation is X = a(bcX)*u  d(eX)*)* wfX.  The dpda is 
given by DP= ({a,. . .  , f ) ,  {p, q, q~, . . . ,  q:}, {X, al, t~l,1, al,2}, 8, X, p, {q}), where 
p takes quotients of X and writes them on the stack, q does the same for the (a~)*, 
qZ searches on the stack for the first possiblity to use z, z = a , . . .  ,f, and 8 is given 
below (we use av instead of (av)* on the stack; all instances not given are undefined): 
p: 8(p, X, a) = (q, al)  , 8(p, X, z) = (qZ, A) for z = b, c, d, e, B(p, X, f )  = (p, X),  
q: a b c d e f 
qoq (q~, A) (q, oq,loq) (q~, A) (q, al,2Otl) (q', A) (qf, A) 
qal, l (qa, A) (qb, A) (p, Xal,1) (qa, A) (qe, A) (qf, A) 
qat, 2 (q=,A) (qb, a) (q~,A) (qa, A) (p, Xot,,2) (qf, A) 
q": 8(q,,,Z,X)=[(q",X), Z~X, qb: = ~" (qb, A), Z~a~, 
((q,:'~), Z=X, 8(qb'Z'X) ((q,a~:aO, Z=a~, 
qC: 8(qC, Z,A)_~ (qc,l), Z#at,1, qd: 8(qd, Z,A)=[ (qd'A)" Z ~ °~1' 
- [(p, al,l), Z = al,l, t (q, at,2al), Z 'a1 ,  
(q:,,), zex ,  qe: 8(qe, Z,A)_~ (qe,A), Z~¢¢1'2' qY: 8 (q f 'Z 'A )= (p,X), Z X. 
- [(p, Xal,2), Z = al.2, = 
Theorem 3.2. The language accepted by the deterministic pushdown automaton P is 
precisely the unique solution SOL(W) of the basic star equation X = tr(X). 
Combining this with the result by Steams [9], we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 3.3. It is decidable whether the unique solution of a basic star equation is 
regular. 
If a basic star equation has a regular solution, every star equation which can be 
obtained from this basic star equation via a homomorphism h must also have a 
regular solution. 
There are several basic star equations with regular solutions. 
Proposition 3.4. Any regular star equation corresponding to the basic star equation 
X = a(bX u c)* u dX w e 
has a regular solution; its solution is given by d*( e w a( c w bd*( a u e))*). 
Proof. Proposition 3.4 is proved by inspection. [] 
Proposition 3.5. Any regular star equation corresponding to the basic star equation 
X = a(b(cX)* u dX)* u eX 
has a regular solution. 
Proof. The solution is given by the following regular expression: 
e*a(b*de*a)*[A u bb*(A u ce*a((c u d)e*a u b)*)]. [] 
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These two propositions how that our intuitive feeling about the relative power 
of concatenation and its closure, star, may be quite wrong: even equations with 
nested stars may have regular solutions. One would have expected that these 
equations must have nonregular solutions at least for some choice of (regular) 
constants, as they have in the case of unrestricted concatenation. 
There are, of course, basic star equations which have nonregular solutions. One 
example is the following: 
X = a(bX)*  u c(dX)*.  
Indeed, one can verify that the equation X=0(0X)*u  I(1X)* has a nonregular 
solution. This is, in fact, the simplest (regular) star equation with a nonregular 
unique solution. One should keep in mind that substitution does not preserve 
nonregularity. For example, if we define h(z) = 0 for z = a, b, c, d in the above basic 
star equation, the resulting equation has a unique regular solution, since every 
context-free language over a one-letter alphabet is regular. 
It is an open problem whether the solution of a regular star equation can be 
inherently ambiguous. Another open problem is the decidability of the question 
whether any star equation (not just a basic one) has a regular solution. Some remarks 
related to this issue can be found in [6]. 
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